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Executive Summary 

chief scientists and party chiefs GAO interviewed, 28 said that NOAA'S 

fleet was inadequate for meeting their research needs. The majority of 
those interviewed also believed that NOAA needs to upgrade existing 
ships and build additional ships to support future research. 

A 1988 engineering consultant study of the fleet concluded that the fleet 
is generally in good condition for its age, especially considering the lim- 
ited funding available for maintenance and other factors such as the 
ships’ heavy operating schedules. The consultant concluded that most of 
the ships need to be upgraded to extend their useful life and that others 
should be replaced. According to the consultant and NOAA officials, past 
efforts to upgrade the ships have generally not ensured that the useful 
life of the ships will be extended because of resource limitations and 
other priorities. 

Although ~(~4’s staff has developed a draft plan to modernize the fleet, 
NOAA has not officially adopted a plan for meeting future fleet support 
needs. The plan will bc submitted to the Under Secretary for Oceans and 
Atmosphere for his consideration in November 1989. 

The Congress is currently considering legislation that authorizes NOAA to 
modernize and expand the fleet and provides NOAA with the authority to 
enter into multiyear contracts and leases. NOAA could use this authority 
to experiment with long-term chart,ering/leasing arrangements to obtain 
future ship support. 

Principal Findings 

Users Report That Fleet 
Support Is Inadequate 

Twenty-eight of thta 3 1 scientists and party chiefs GAO interviewed said 
that NOAA’S fleet support was less than adequate for their research 
needs during fiscal years 1986 through 1988 because of an insufficient 
number of days-at-s<%;1 and/or certain limitations of the ships and prob- 
lems with the ships’ equipment. Such limitations and problems included 
inadequate working or laboratory space and winches that were unable 
to lower equipment to necessary depths. 

Notwithstanding thcso shortfalls in fleet support, most fleet users said 
they were able to accomplish most or all of their research objectives. 
Objectives. howcvc>r. may be modified or reduced because of ship limita- 
tions. Most users said that they did not collect, data or information in the 
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Executive Summary 

ships, $85 million to replace four ships, and $120 million to build seven 
additional ships. 

A June 1986 GAO rc~port on NOAA’S use of private ships pointed out that 
available cost data on c.hartering versus the use of MIAA ships were not 
comparable. In 1988, I 1~ National Research Council’s Marine Roard 
assessed strategies available to NOAA to meet future ship support needs 
and found that data comparing the cost of contractor services with 
Non&performed services were not conclusive. ‘I’hc Marine Board recom- 
mended that SO~\:Y experiment with long-term charters to determine 
their effectivrncss in providing some of the necessary ship support. 

The House Commit lc(s on Merchant Marine and Fisheries is considering 
legislation (H.R. 89’7) tliat requires NOAA to modernize its tleet and 
authorizes it to enter into multiyear contracts and lease agreements. 
NOL4A could use this authority to experiment with long-term chartering/ 
leasing arrangements ;I? an alternative way to obtain some ship support. 
C;AO supported the c&lc~‘t ives of H.R. 897 in testimony before the Sub- 
committee on Oceanography and Great Lakes, House Committee on 
Merchant Marine antI I’ishcries, on April 27, 1989. 

As of September 19X9. I\(MA had not approved the draft plan, and NOAA 

staff were revising it t ( I. among other things, provide more flexibility in 
options to modcrnizc t Iit> fleet. 

Recommendation In order for KOAA to fulfill its mission effectively and efficiently, the Sec- 
retary of Commcrc~c~ should ensure that NO.U, with departmental 
approval and suppc 11.1, officially adopts a plan to provide long-term ship 
support to its ustr\ ‘I’t iis plan should, among other things, provide flexi- 
bility so that UN can if provided by the (‘ongrcss, exercise multiyear 
contracting authority 1 o experiment with long-term chartering/leasing 
arrangements. Sucl an experiment should bc used to determine the 
effectiveness of t lics~’ .irrangement,s in providing some of NOAA’s future 
ship support. 

Agency Comments iiio~~ officials agreed \vit ti the facts contained in this report and indi- 
cated t,hat a modcrnizat ion plan will be submitted to the ITnder Secre- 
tary for Oct~ans aml \; mosphere for his review in Kovcmber 1989. 
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Chapter 1 
Intntiuction 

l the National Climate Program Act, as amended (15 I!.S.C. 2901 et seq.); 
. the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act of 1972, as 

amended (16 USC. 1431-1439, 33 I1.S.C. 1401 et seq.); and 
. the National Ocean Polhltion Research and I)cvelopment and Monitoring 

Planning Act of 1978. as amended (33 1JS.C. 1701 et seq.). 

L~AA’S management, structure consists of nine staff offices and five lme 
offices. The three line offices that primarily use the ships in KOAA’S 

research fleet are the 

* National Ocean Servicr\, which prepares and publishes aeronautical 
charts, conducts precise geodetic and oceanographic surveys, predicts 
tides and currents. and prepares and publishes navigational charts and 
related materials for coastal waters and thr Great Lakes. The Service is 
also participating in a c,omprehcnsive effort to map the Exclusive Eco- 
nomic Zone (Kz). ’ 

* h’ational Marine Fisheries Service, which seeks to discover, describe, 
develop, and conserve the living resources of the global sea, especially 
as they affect the American economy and diet. 

* Knvironmental Rcsrarch Laboratories in NOAA’S Office of Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Research, which conduct fundamental investigations to 
improve man’s undc,rsl anding of the physic.al environment. 

The NOAA Fleet NOAA has a fleet of ships with many scientific capabilities, ranging from 
coastal craft that work chiefly in near-shore areas to major deep water 
oceanographic ships that work throughout t,hc world. The ships are 
staffed by a NOAA Corps of commissioned officers, wage marine employ- 
ees, and general sc‘hcduk~ technicians. Appendix I provides a profile of 
the KOAA fleet in fiscal yt%r 1988. 

In addition to its fleet. ~OAA has chartered privately owned vessels, on a 
short-term basis, to help meet its requirements for vessel support 
beyond the budgettld c,apacity or capability of its fleet. 

Total vessel support for WAA’S programs and projects from NOAA and 
private vessels has averaged about 4,600 days-at-sea annually over the 
last 3 fiscal years. Of this total, NOAA vessels provided an average of 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Table 1.1: Summary of Budget 
Information on NOAA Fleet for Fiscal 
Years 1966 Through 1969 

Dollars I” mllllons 

Fiscal year 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

NOAA’s budget President’s budget 
request request Budget appropriation 

$70 2 $47 9 $55 3 

65 9 47 5 58.8 

64.7 54 6 58 9 

69 4 54 4 56 4 

Source National Ocean Serwe 

Objectives, Scope, and In a letter dated February 11, 1988, the then Chairman, House Subcom- 

Methodology 
mittee on Oceanography,” Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, 
asked GAO to review several aspects of the operation and maintenance of 
NOAA’S research fleet. He expressed interest in specific allegations of 
poor maintenance, repair, and repair contracting procedures for vessels 
based in the Seattle area. He also expressed interest in whether some 01 
these problems were symptomatic of a broader problem of block obso- 
lescence in the NOAA fleet and the lack of any fleet replacement plan. Of 
key concern was what effect these indicated problems may have on 
SOAA’s ability to effectively carry out its current and future missions 
and fulfill its statutory responsibilities. 

Information on allegations of poor maintenance, repair, and repair con- 
tracting practices for vessels based in the Seattle area was reported to 
tne then Chairman in Ocean Research Fleet: 
Repair of NOAA Ships (~+AO/KCED-89-26, 

Contracting Practices for 
Oct. 31, 1988). With regard to the 

other concerns expressed by the then Chairman in his request to us, we 
agreed to obtain information on NOAA'S efforts to 

. provide fleet support to meet current and future mission requirements, 
l maintain and upgrade its aging fleet and equipment, and 
. plan for fleet support t 0 meet future mission requirements. 

We conducted our review at NOAA headquarters in Washington, D.C., and 
at the field installations indicated below. The locations represented KOAA 
line offices of the National Ocean Service, the National Marine Fisheries 
Service, and the Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research: 

l Atlantic Marine Center, Norfolk, Virginia; 
l Pacific Marine Center, Seattle, Washington; 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

so. In addition, we obtained and reviewed NOAA budget requests and 
related documents. fleet allocation correspondence and reports, various 
program planning documents on projected requirements for future fleet 
support, and the 1988 report of the Marine Board, National Research 
Council, a committee of marine experts, on its evaluation of alternative 
strategies for obtaining ship services to meet NOAA mission requirements. 

Our work was conducted between April 1988 and May 1989 and was 
performed in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards. 
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Chapter 2 
Limitations in NOAA Fleet Support Reported 
by Many Users and NOAA 

To help determine the extent of the shortfall in days-at-sea, we asked 
these 18 fleet users to estimate to the extent possible the additional days 
they needed for their research in fiscal year 1988. Thirteen estimating 
for their own research needs said that they needed an average of 18 
additional days-at-sea for each of their research programs (ranging from 
5 to 90 additional days-at-sea). For example: 

. Seven fishery scientists said they needed 5 to 30 additional days-at-sea 
to collect biological and environmental data about renewable living 
resources and their supporting environments. Collectively, these scien- 
tists said they received about half the time they needed in fiscal year 
1988. 

. An oceanography chief scientist said he needed 5 additional days-at-sea 
to conduct research related to improving the ability to predict hazardous 
or special environmental conditions in the oceans, Great Lakes, and the 
Alaskan Arctic. IIe said he had 8 days (about 60 percent) of the time he 
needed. 

The remaining five users said they could not estimate the additional 
days they needed for their research alone. They estimated additional 
time needed for the program in which they were involved. The average 
additional time needed was 76 days-at-sea (ranging from 12 to 360 addi- 
tional days). For example, a party chief estimated that 360 additional 
days-at-sea were needed for hydrographic surveys to produce nautical 
charts. 

NOAA’s Assessments 
Support Users 

The users’ estimates of additional days-at-sea needed for their research 
or programs are similar to NOAA'S assessments. Each year, NOAA Assis- 
tant Administrators are required to develop ship-time requirements for 
the next 5 years. The 1986 &year plan projected that users’ require- 
ments for ship timr would increase from 4,125 days in 1986 to about 
5,300 in 1990. The plan projected that NOAA would be able to meet about 
85 percent of the projected needs. NOAA actually met about 86 percent of 
the ship time needed in 1986; however, it met only about 78 percent of 
the need in 1987 and 74 percent in 1988. 

The shortfall in fiscal year 1988 days-at-sea affected many of NOAA’S 

programs. For example, NOAA projected that it needed 1,050 days-at-sea 
in fiscal year 1988 to map the EEZ, the territory extending 200 nautical 
miles from the U.S. coastline. However, NOAA planned to provide only 
588 days because of funding reductions and because it had to support 
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Chapter 2 
Limitations in NOAA Flret Support Reported 
by Many Users and NOAA 

reasonable expectation for endurance is 1 week underway and 2 weeks 
on station. 

Laboratories, Space Availability, and Accommodations. At least 14 of 
the 28 users said they had problems with the space or furnishings avail- 
able for laboratories. the storage of scientific equipment and samples, 
working on deck, or accommodations. For example, a party chief said 
because the decks of the Heck and the Rude were too small to carry 
large-sized work boats for survey work, smaller work boats with inade- 
quate survey equipment must be used. In addition, a fishery scientist 
said that laboratory space aboard the Delaware II was insufficient for 
his research. 

In instances in which two or more scientists used the same ship, we 
noted that the same basic ship characteristics were often mentioned as 
hindering their research. The 28 tleet users who rated fleet support as 
inadequate had conducted research on 14 KOAA ships. Examples of com- 
monly cited problems f’ollo~: 

. Five of seven fishery scientists conducting research aboard the Dela- 
ware 11 said the ship’s accommodations, cranes, and laboratories hin- 
dered their research. 

. At least three of the five oceanography and fishery scientists conducting 
research aboard the Oceanographer said that the ship’s winches, speed, 
deck working area, oversidc handling gear, or laboratory hindered their 
research. 

Fleet Limitations 
Generally Had a 
Moderate Impact 

The 28 fleet users who said fleet support was inadequate also told us to 
what extent they were unable to meet their research objectives. Sixteen 
said they met most or all of their objectives. However, their research 
objectives may have been modified or reduced because of fleet support 
limitations. Therefore. we asked them to what extent, if at all, the inher- 
ent limitations decreased the effectiveness of their research. Twenty- 
four said their effectiveness in conducting research was generally 
decreased because they did not collect information in either the amount 
or quality needed. In addition, 27 said that those who need to use NOAA 

research are adversely affected by limitations in ship support. 

Most Objectives Were Met Although most of the 28 fleet users said they met most or all of their 
objectives, users may have tailored their objectives to accommodate the 
limitations in fleet support.. For example, one scientist, said, “I meet all 
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Chapter 2 
Limitations in NOAA Fleet Support Reported 
by Many Users and NOAA 

shortfall in fleet support include federal and state fishery managers, 
commercial fishermen, seafood consumers, commercial and recreational 
boaters, and federal and state environmental regulatory agencies. For 
example: 

. An oceanography scientist was unable to collect sufficient water con- 
ductivity, temperature. and depth data fundamental to NOAA’s analysis 
of water pollutants. The scientist said that environmental regulatory 
agencies, such as the Environmental Protection Agency and Washington 
State’s Department of Ecology, are adversely affected by the lack of 
adequate data. One local official told us that, in the past, KOAA has pro- 
vided monitoring data on heavy metals entering Puget Sound in Wash- 
ington, and he is concerned because NOAA has discontinued this work. 

. A party chief said that. because some important fishing and navigation 
areas had not been charted or resurveyed, commercial shippers and 
fishermen are at risk of running into rocks or 01 her obstructions. 
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Chapter 3 
Revitalization of Aging Ships and 
Equipment Needed 

NOAA Fleet Generally According to Advanced Technology, Inc. (ATI),’ which assessed the con- 

Sound but 
Maintenance and 
Upgrades Needed 

dition of NOAA'S fleet, the vessels, overall, are in good condition consider- 
ing their age. However, A’I’I point.ed out that because of the age of the 
fleet, NOAA faces block obsolescence of its fleet in the next 10 years with- 
out an aggressive upgrade program. ATI proposed an upgrade and 
replacement program to extend the service life of the ships. 

ATI said the general condition of the NOAA fleet was a positive reflection 
of well-maintained vessels, especially considering the limited funding, 
heavy operating schedules, and reduced crew sizes that have character- 
ized MAA operations in recent years. ATI attributed the overall good con- 
dition of the fleet primarily to NCAA personnel and noted that 

. funding for maintenance and repairs has been limited for many years 
while inflation has increased costs and 

a resources for A’OAA’S upgrade program were not adequate to extend the 
service life of all systems and structures of the ships, and the priorities 
did not ensure the reliable, extended service life of the fleet. 

Some of the ships, the contractor said, could easily be labeled in excel- 
lent condition. However, ATI said 4 of NOAA’S 23 ships (the Albatross IV, 
the Townsend Crams, the John N. Cobb, and the Surveyor) needed 
replacing for various reasons, including their age, condition, marginal 
capability to carry mission objectives, and, in one case, an obsolete 
engine system. MY recommended that the ships have limited upgrades to 
improve operations and/or reduce hazards until they were replaced. 

Repair and Upgrade 
Needs Not Met 

Although the ATI assessment found that the general condition of the 
fleet was good, it noted that repairs that should have been made to the 
ships have been delayed because of scarce resources. We also noted a 
backlog of maintenance and repairs and delays in KOAA’S program to 
upgrade the fleet. 

Deferred Maintenance and Funding for maintenance and repair of the NOAA fleet has been limited 

Repairs for many years, while the cost of repairs has increased. As a result, fleet 
maintenance has been caught between rising costs, increasing obsoles- 
cence. and limited funding. As table 3.1 shows, between fiscal years 
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Chapter 3 
Revitalization of Aging Ships zu~d 
Equipment Needed 

According to the 1980 plan, NOAA planned to upgrade the 15 ships by the 
end of 1990; however, NOAA had only partially upgraded 6 ships by 
1988. The Chief said that NOAA has deviated from its schedule of ship 
rehabilitation because of budget constraints, cost increases to rehabili- 
tate ships, and other c>ompeting priorities for resources. 

The Chief, Ship Systems Branch, told us, for example, that the lo-year 
upgrade plan needed funding ranging from $3.5 million in the first year 
to $9 million in the tenth year. However, NOAA obtained funding of only 
$3.5 million each year to upgrade the fleet. The Chief said that NOAA’S 

rehabilitation work done on the ships was to upgrade their mission abili- 
ties, rather than to extend their useful life. He also cited cases where 
rehabilitation funds were used for other priority work on ships that 
were not rehabilitated. For example, when an interior tank on the Mt. 
Mitchell corroded and deteriorated the hull plating, NOAA used rehabili- 
tation funds for emergency repairs. ATI’S assessment of the Mt. Mitchell, 
after the tank Pailurr and emergency repairs, recommended that an 
upgrade of the shill include an inspection, repair, and coat of the inte- 
rior, bottom tank used for the storage of oily water. .4TI recommended 
similar inspections and Weatment of water tanks on other NOAA ships 
that had been throtlgh NOAA'S rehabilitation program. 

In addition, the Chief said that in 1984 the Director, National Ocean Ser- 
vice, canceled scheduled rehabilitation work on the McArthur-an 
oceanographic resc,arch ship-to purchase electronic surveyor system 
equipment for other ships. The Chief, Ship Systems Branch, added that 
the Kational Ocean Service Director also canceled rehabilitation work on 
the Rude and Heck to do rehabilitation work on the Discoverer. In addi- 
tion, he said, four ships originally scheduled for rehabilitation in the 10. 
year plan-the Rainier, Fairweather, Mt. Mitchell, and Ferrel-were not 
rehabilitated because of changing priorities. The Chief, Ship Systems 
ISranch, said studies for upgrade work on 1 he Rainier, Fairweather, and 
Mt. Mitchell arc now planned to begin in fiscal year 1990 and in fiscal 
year 1991 for the Ferrel. 

AT1 Assessment of X~I’S assessment of XOU’S fleet recommended major upgrade work for 

Rehabilitation Needs 
ships: including the w partially rehabilitated by KOAA. It estimated that 
upgrade and rcplacrment would cost $168,064,000 over a lo-year 
period (fiscal years 1990-99): $82,914,000 for upgrading ships and 
685,150,OOO for replacing the four ships. NOAA has included ~‘1’1’s rccom- 
mendations for upgrading in its draft program development plan to 
modernize the flet,t (SW ch. 5). 
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Revitalization of Aging Ships and 
Equipment Needed 

Instrumentation Is The instrumentation and data-processing equipment of the NOAA fleet 

Aging and Not Being 
are aging and are not state-of-the-art technology. NOAA has pointed out 
the need to replace out-of-date instrumentation, and chief scientists and 

Replaced party chiefs who use NOAA ships said out-of-date instrumentation has 
hindered their research. However, the Chief, Operational Systems Engi- 
neering Branch, who is responsible for major acquisitions and procure- 
ment of equipment systems, told us that budget constraints have 
prevented KOAA from replacing the instrumentat,ion. 

Fleet Instrumentation Is 
Aging 

Fleet instrumentation managers have expressed concern about the aging 
condition of NOAA’S inst,rumentation and data-processing equipment. For 
example, according to the Chief, Operational Systems Engineering 
Branch, NOAA’S fleet instrumentation is, gcncrally speaking, in abysmal 
condition and adversely affects NOAA’S productivity and efficiency. This 
branch provides for the acquisition and logistic support of major equip- 
ment systems costing between $100,000 and $2 million for all NOAA 
ships. The Chief of the Pacific Marine Center’s Electronics Engineering 
Branch said he was also concerned about the aging equipment. This 
branch supports the less expensive instrumentation needs of the NOAA 

fleet managed by that center. Also, his branch is using and maintaining 
instruments that are over 20 years old, and spare parts are difficult to 
obtain. For example, he said the fleet is using computers that are 18 to 
19 years old. Because the manufacturer no longer produces spare parts 
for these computers, repairs have to be made with used parts. 

Aging Instrumentation 
Hinders Research 

Fleet users reported that the condition of electronic instrumentation 
aboard the ships hindered their research. Thirteen of the 28 scientists 
who reported that fleet support for their current research was inade- 
quate said the ships’ computer systems and/or scientific instruments 
hindered their research. Problems with the ships’ acoustic systems, nav- 
igation and positioning systems, and communications systems also 
adversely affected their research. For example: 

. The computer aboard the ship a fishery scientist used is outdated. The 
scientist also said that the ship’s conductivity, temperature, and depth 
recorder system is outdated and should be replaced. 

. Two fishery scientists, one from each coast, said computer systems 
aboard the ships needed a better power system. 

. The ship a party chief sailed on did not have a back-up for its side scan 
sonar, which is used to map the ocean bottom. The chief said time is lost 
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instrumentation, and data acquisition and processing systems. NOAA 

received $1.4 million for equipment in its appropriation-$ 1.1 million 
for multibeam systems needed to survey, among other areas, the EEZ and 
$300,000 for a study by academic institutions to develop an agenda of 
national priorities for the marine electronics industry. 

For fiscal year 1988, NOiW'S budget request to the Department of Com- 
merce included $1.3 million to fund fleet instrumentation and equipment 
purchases, such as global positioning systems, satellite communication 
systems. oceanographic winches, and rigid hull rescue boats. NOAA's fis- 
cal year 1988 appropriation for marine services of approximately $59 
million included $1.1 million for additional multibeam systems and 
approximately $700.000 to continue the marine electronics industry 
study. 

In its fiscal year 1989 request to the Congress, NOAA did not include any 
additional funds for inst,rumentation modernization and did not receive 
any funds for this purpose. A NOAA official told us that NOAA did not 
request funds for instrumentation because it focused its priorities on 
obtaining funds for ship rehabilitation. However, NOAA included an esti- 
mate of about $33 million to be spent over a 5-year period to upgrade 
instrumentation as part of an overall draft plan prepared in 1988 to 
modernize the fleet. The proposed instrumentation upgrade calls for 
essentially the samtl types of equipment that NOAA has wanted to obtain 
since the fiscal year 1986 budget. 

Limitations caused by such budget constraints have not helped to 
reverse the trend fo~.ard outdated, inefficient instrumentation. For 
example, because his office rannot buy equipment on a fleetwide basis, 
the Chief of the Opc~rat ional Systems Engineering Branch said he 
purchases equipment on a piecemeal basis when he can afford to. He 
usually does this by using end-of-year funds on a cost-sharing basis with 
other program offic,es 11~~ pointed out the following inefficiencies in the 
way NOAA acquires msl rumentation for its ships: 

l Because NOAA acqmrcs it,s instrumentation on a piecemeal basis, instru- 
mentation is not standardized throughout the fleet. The Chief of the 
Operational Systems Engineering Branch said that he would prefer to 
buy a standard, proven equipment package from a manufacturer who 
can also provide spares parts. Instead, NOAA buys individual ship systems 
when it can afford thc,m, resulting in a mixture of equipment, some of 
which is incompatiblr 
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Ability to Meet Increasing Program 
Requirements at Risk 

Managers of NOAA’S programs and users of the NOAA fleet expect the 
demand for time at sea on NOAA ships to rise considerably over the next 
20 years. Much of the increased demand stems from increased economic 
development of fisheries and other offshore resources, and from the 
need for additional research into such topics as changes in the earth’s 
climate. The demand for NOAA ships is expected to greatly exceed NOAA'S 

current capacity, requiring additional ships as well as upgrades to the 
existing fleet. Fleet users we spoke to generally do not believe that new 
technologies will reduce ship time because, among other reasons, they 
will still need a certain amount of ship time to collect data. The users 
also did not believe that other agencies could carry out NOAA'S research 
if NOAA was unable to do so because the other agencies did not have the 
budget, mandate, expertise. or resources, such as vessel support. They 
indicated that inadequate fleet support on NOAA’S part will place at risk 
many projects related to fishing, mapping and charting, and ocean 
research. 

Increased Demand for NOAA'S assessments conclude that its fleet will be unable to meet the 

Ship Time 
increasing demand for research and survey time at sea. Its most recent 
short-term (5.year) study found that the fleet cannot meet the demand, 
and its long-term (20-year) plan, developed in 1988, projects that, in 
addition to upgrading existing ships, NOAA will have to add seven new 
ships by the year 2009 if it is to meet prqjected demands. An indepen- 
dent study by the Marine Board of the National Research Council 
reached similar conc.lusions with regard to the increased demand for 
research and survey time aboard NOAA ships. 

Projections in 
5-Year Plan 

the Current NOAA’S current 5-ycaar draft plan on supporting ship needs anticipates 
that available days-at-sea on i~oitz ships will fall considerably short of 
prqjected needs. The plan, which covers 1990 through 1994, is based on 
estimates of ship-time requirements prepared by the Assistant Adminis- 
trators of the NOAA offices, who are the major users of NOAA'S fleet. It 
projects that annual user requirements will average about 7,000 days- 
at-sea throughout thr period. The plan points out that the fleet can pro- 
vide 3.645 days-at-sea t,o support NOAA programs operating at the fiscal 
year 1989 funding level with 17 active ships.’ The plan notes that, at the 
fiscal year 1989 level, the lleet can provide about 52 percent of the iden- 
tified SOAA program rcquircments for ship time during the 5-year plan. 
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role to continue over the next 20 years. Beginning in 1990 and continu- 
ing throughout the X0-year period, IWFS has projected that it will need 
about 3,100 days-at-sea. which includes support from chartered vessels 
and t,wo new NO.U ships. A KWX biologist who specializes in vessel sup 
port, said the increased days-at-sea would provide more accurate stock 
estimates. One rapidly incrc,asing KMW requirement, for ship time is t,hc> 
result of t.he expansion (of’ I ‘.S. fishing activity in Alaskan waters and 
thr elimination of foreign fishing in t,hese areas. 

- Expansion of I T.S. Fishing Activity in Alaskan Waters. According to the 
KMI'S specialist in vessel support, until 1986 NE‘S relied in part on data 
gathered from foreign fishing vessels in the EEZ in the Gulf of Alaska 
and t,hc Bering Sea to hr,lp c,stimate the size of fish stocks. Beginning in 
1986, he said, domestic fishing replaced and virtually eliminated all for- 
eign fishing in the aria. resulting in the loss of about 500 days-at-sea in 
support from foreign rt~s~~arch ships. To make up for this loss and to 
monitor the rapid expansion of 1J.S. fishing activity, KWS projected that 
it would need at least 1.060 annual days-at-sea of the approximate 3.100 
days-at-sea, inrhlding slipport from chartered vessels, that it needed fox 
all P;~IFX programs. NXIYY also called for one new ship to be dedicated to 
fist Icries research in Alaskan waters. 

- Global Climate Change Tht> Executive Director. Oceanic and Atmos 
phcric Research. said that this office’s ship-time requirements will 
increase over the ntxt 20 years because it is becoming involved in intcr- 
national climate rescarc h projects. These global climate projects invest i- 
gale suc*h phenomena as the> oceanic transport of heat and the 
bac,kground eoncent rat ions of ozone and carbon dioxide. This office 
c‘xpucts its need for slliI) time to nearly double between fiscal year 1988 
and the year 2008 as I hca global programs come on line and larger areas 
of ihe Pacific I%asin a~‘(~ studied. Of the 9‘20 days-at-sea t,hat the offic(3 
pro,jccts it will need annually for its programs by the year 2009. the 
majority of them. 525 WV for programs examining changes in the global 
climate. 

Marine Board Also Sees 
Increasing Need for 
NOAA’s Ships 

In 1988, the YIarinr~ I%oarrl of’ the National Research Council issued a 
study that in part atitlr~~sst~l the future need for NOAA ships. The study 
st cmmcd from a 19X( i 11 L\ 1 rclqutlst, to the Marine Board to assess NONA’S 

potc‘ntial use of’ c.hartorlld L ~~1s. The Marine Board recognized that, 
suc~li an asscssmcW tl~~j~trdcd on so.~‘s future mission requirements. It 
I’ound that NOKY’S INYYI For ship time will increase because of its future 
ac,tivitics and a nationic I’O(US on the global oceans. The Marine Hoard 
point,ed to the 1983 tic~c~laration of the INZ. the increased use of marine 
r~~sourccs, and t h(b II:I~ iI ~n;rl commitment to global ocean investigation as 
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Need for NOAA Ships 
Not Likely to Be 
Reduced by New 
Technologies or Other 
Agencies’ Capabilities 

. 

. 

. increase the collection of data or samples. 

Although most users in our survey (40 of 41) said new computers, satel- 
lite systems, or other new technologies would be important to their 
future research, very few believed that such technologies would reduce 
the need for ship time. Furthermore, most scientists in our survey did 
not believe that other federal or state agencies involved in marine 
research could perform KOAA’S research if NOAA was unable to do so. 

For example, most users said that the following would, to different 
degrees, be important to their research: 

computers that integrate monitoring and navigation data, and 
the Global Positioning System, which allows users to determine their 
navigational positions to within a few meters or less through the use of 
satellites. 

Many fleet users identified different benefits to their research resulting 
from the use of such technologies. For example, 34 of the 41 users said 
that the new technologies would 

improve the processing and reduction of data on board the ships and the 
transmission of data between ship and shore, 
allow for the adjustments of data or sample collection efforts while at 
sea and thus avoid the delay entailed in waiting for the next cruise to 
make correct,ions, and 

Despite the possible benefits from implementing such technologies, 32 of 
the 41 fleet users said new technologies would not reduce the need for 
ship time. Even with the improvements in processing and transmitting 
data, some said they would still need a certain amount of time to collect 
the data. Others said the improved efficiencies in collecting and process- 
ing the data would permit them to collect and process more data than 
they do now. 

Most fleet users we interviewed also believed that other agencies could 
not carry out NOAA'S research if NOAA was unable to do so. Of the 3 1 
users we interviewed who said that they were at least somewhat famil- 
iar with the marine research performed by other agencies, 25 said that 
such agencies would be able to carry out KOAA'S future research to only a 
small or very small extent,. Another five users believed other agencies 
could carry out the research to a moderate extent, and only one thought 
other agencies could carry out future research to a great extent. 
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Dungeness crab populations would be limited to local and geographically 
narrow areas. He said that on the basis of these limited studies, he 
would not be able to generalize to other areas in the Southeast Alaskan 
Gulf, where the crab populations differ in their life cycles. 

Some scientists said they feared disruptions in the continuity of their 
survey data that must be collected over time. For example, a Southwest 
marine mammal scientist said the National Marine Fisheries Service 
needed to be consistent in its data collection efforts over time to elimi- 
nate some biases and to be able to make assumptions affecting yearly 
population estimates. Regarding his 5-year survey of dolphins endan- 
gered by tuna harvesting, he said that he must maintain the same preci- 
sion level over the course of study if the yearly data points are to be 
comparable. If the National Marine Fisheries Service’s efforts were 
reduced to such a degree that it took 15 years to conduct a survey, he 
said, NOAA might be too late to save the dolphin stocks from depletion. 

According to many fishery scientists, one potential consequence of 
restricted fleet support for their future research is that the Regional 
Fishery Management Councils and other agencies would not have the 
complete or accurate information needed to manage marine resources. 
For example, an Alaskan fishery scientist said state fish managers need 
accurate information from the National Marine Fisheries Service to set 
quotas and to maintain stocks. 

A shortfall in fleet support could also have economic consequences for 
the fishing industry. For example, an Alaskan fishery scientist said a 
more accurate stock assessment of sable fish populations led to 
increased profits for t hc fishing industry. Because of a 1985 cooperative 
study with the .Japanese, he said that the National Marine Fisheries Ser- 
vice was able to determine that the sablefish population was twice the 
expected size. As a result, the North Pacific Fishery Management Coun- 
cil was able to set higher quotas in 1986 for the fishing industry. The 
harvest of domestically processed sablefish increased from 12,215 met- 
ric tons in 1985 to 21,568 metric tons in 1986. According to the scientist, 
the increased harvest resulted in an additional $16 million in profit for 
the fishing industry and is directly attributable to the higher quota set 
by the Council. He also said that, in general, the smaller the margin of 
error in stock assessment, the less conservative the National Marine 
Fisheries Service has to be in recommending stock quotas. 
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Another oceanography scientist said his research is used by NOAA pro- 
gram offices and various federal, state, and local environmental regula- 
tory agencies interested in the long-range effects of changes in the 
estuarine environment, such as that caused by pollution. However, the 
scientist said that he is currently forced to use Class III ships, which 
have an inadequate number of scientific berths, inadequate lab space, 
and no room for a van which is used as a laboratory with its own equip- 
ment or as a storage area. He told us that if he does not acquire time 
aboard more suitable ships, his group will continue to face limitations in 
future data collect,ion efforts and analyses. 
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a limited upgrade to the four ships to correct potentially hazardous con- 
ditions and to increase operational capabilities and reliabilities as much 
as possible until the ships can be replaced. 

. NOAA would also construct seven additional ships. 

The Service has included in its draft plan the upgrade work to be done 
on each ship and general characteristics of the new and replacement 
ships, including their size, capacities (such as speed, endurance, and 
range), and scientific capabilities. NOAA estimates, in terms of 1987 dol- 
lars, that the upgrade work will cost about $83 million, that the four 
replacement ships will cost about $85 million, and that the seven addi- 
tional ships will cost about $120 million. 

In March 1989, the then IJnder Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere 
told us that KOAA needs a plan to modernize the fleet and that the agency 
is looking closely at what its mission needs will be. In addition, NOAA’S 

problems in modernizing the fleet were caused by funding constraints, 
according to its former IJnder Secretary. He also pointed out that other 
agencies operating oceanographic research fleets also have a need to 
modernize their fleets but have limited budgets. He suggested that the 
ultimate solution may be to focus attention and concentrate resources on 
having a national oceanographic fleet in place of the separate agencies’ 
fleets. The former Under Secretary stated that NOAA'S final plan to mod- 
ernize the fleet will be developed by the Department of Commerce’s and 
the Administration’s budget process. A Commerce budget office official 
told us that the Department has not provided any budget advice to NOAA 

about the fleet modernization plan. He said that it would be premature 
for the Department to provide such advice until NOAA submits a plan to 
the Department. 

In September 1989, an Office of NOAA Corps Operations official told us 

that the Office was revising the draft development plan to provide more 
flexibility in options to modernize the fleet and to respond to comments 
made on the draft by NOAA Assistant Administrators responsible for pro- 
grams supported by the ships. The Office will submit the revised draft 
plan to the newly appointed llnder Secretary in November 1989 for his 
consideration and is planning to send it to the Secretary of Commerce in 
*January 1990. according to this official. 
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In the report, we pointed out the following: 

. Most NOAA chartering of private vessels has been done by the National 
Marine Fisheries Service. 

. NOAA officials who favored private vessels cited such advantages as pri- 
vate vessel availability, more modern vessels, quality crews, and low 
c:ost. 

. NOAA officials who generally favored NOAA vessels said, among other 
things, t,hat NOAA vessels were safer than chartered ships; crew support 
of scientists was mart’ efficient on NOAA ships than it would be on com- 
mercial ships; NOA4 vessels were more readily available to meet planned 
projects, whereas commc~rcial firms may not choose to bid on a particu- 
lar project; and, over the long-term, NOAA'S ship costs are comparable 
with or are lower than the costs for similarly configured chartered 
ships. 

l Available cost data on chartering and the USC of NOAA ships were not 
comparable. 

GAO recommended that NOAA develop more information on chartering 
before it, deactivated additional ships. GAO suggested, as one option, that 
NOAA could gradually increase the use of private vessels so that it could 
obtain additional expcric,nce and data. 

To obtain additional information about the desirability of chartering, 
the Administrator of NOXA, on August 29, 1986, asked the Chairman of 
the Marine Board. National Research Council, “to assess the issues asso- 
ciated with chartering research vessel support from the private sector 
versus operating ~0.4~ ships.” The Marine Board issued its final report 
in 1988. It found, among other things, that 

. 1io~4 could potentially use chartering to its advantage in carrying out 
certain program arcas, such as fisheries and EEZ surveys, but other pro- 
gram areas, such as hydrographic surveys in support of mapping and 
charting, are not conducive to chartering; 

. data comparing the cost of contractor services with NOAA- performed 
services are not conclusive; and 

. for many chartering alternatives, long-term charters are more cost- 
effective than short-trlrm &arters. 

Accordingly, the Marim Board recommended, among other things, the 
following actions: 
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The legislation also authorizes NOAA to enter into multiyear contracts 
and leasing agreements for the construction, lease, or other acquisition 
of vessels, equipment, and services, provided there is reasonable expec- 
tations that there will bc funding from the Congress and that competi- 
tion and economic efficiency will be encouraged. The legislation 
authorizes piok4 to enter into a multiyear charter agreement for one of 
the seven additional ships. 

WC supported the ob,jecativcs of H.R. 897 and its requirement that NOAA 

develop a fleet modernization program in our testimony before the Sub- 
committee on Oceanography and Great Lakes, House Committee on 
Merchant Marine and Fish(>rics, on April 27, 1989. 

Conclusions Although MMA has idcntit’icd users’ long-term needs and ship support to 
carry out those needs. it has not adopted a plan to modernize the fleet to 
meet, tht,sc needs. NO:U needs t,o adopt a modernization plan for the fleet 
if it is to ensure that t 1~~ fltltlt, will be able to adequately support pro- 
gram needs in the futllrr%. If authority is provided by the Congress, such 
a plan should provitk~ i’or experimenting with long-term chartering/leas- 
ing in order to detc~rminc~ the’ effectiveness of this approach for 
obtaining some of v ).u’< future ship support. 

Recommendation In order for NOAA to I’ulf~ll its mission effectively and efficiently, we rec- 
ommend that the Sec.r.c,t ary of Commerce ensure that KOAA, with depart- 
ment,al approval and sul)port. officially adopt a plan to provide long- 
term ship support to its nst’rs. This plan should, among other things, 
provide flexibility so that NOAA can, if provided by the Congress, exer- 
cise multiyaar contract itlg aut,hority to experiment with long-term char- 
tering/leasing arrang(‘mc,nts. Such an experiment should be used to 
determine the cffcctivc\m~ss of these arrangements in providing some of 
NOAA’S future ship suppc~rt. 

Agency Comments NOU officials, includmg the Director of NOAA Corps Operations, 
reviewed a draft oft his report and agreed with the facts contained in it. 
The Director stated that a decision concerning what will be done about 
ihe fleet is needed. 111~ noted that NOAA'S most recent estimates of pro- 
gram requirements for I’lctt support, have increased from 7,000 days-at- 
spa to about 8,500 to 9.000 days-at,-sea. A draft modernization plan will 
be submitted to the I ‘nclcr St,cretary for Oceans and Atmosphere for his 
rcvic,w in Novcmb(>r 19X9 
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Support Provided by NOAA Vessels for Fiscal 
Years 1986 Through 1988 

Days-al-sea 
FY FY 

Program area 1966 19:; 1968 

National Ocean Serwce 
Nautical charting 838 856 827 

EEZ ocean surveys 349 396 480 

Estuary and coastal assessments and other 274 242 274 

Total 1,461 1,494 1,561 

NatIonal Marlne Flsherles Serwe 

Resource assessment 1,540 1,509 1,531 

Porpoise studies 120 246 256 

Other 0 30 0 

Tota/ -~ -~ - 1.660 1.785 1.787 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Research 

EPOCS” 

VENTS’: 

FOCI; 

TOGA”- 

Other 

Total 

Total fleet support 

‘Equatorial Paclflc Ocean Climate Studies 

’ Hydrothermal venting rescarctl pnxjrarr 

129 138 142 

61 72 67 

20 57 63 

0 61 0 

232 282 308 

442 610 580 

3,563 3,889 3,948 

Flsherles Oceanography Coordindtid lrnestigatlons 

‘Tropical Oceans and Global Alrnos~rhere 
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not attempt to develop specific information regarding the number and 
type of ship equipment systems or instrumentation that NOAA needed to 
support its research. Such an effort would have required an expanded 
sample of fleet users in every NOAA program requiring fleet support and 
would have greatly enlarged the scope of our survey. 
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Major Contributors to This Report 

Resources, 
Community, and 

Frank V. Subalusky, Assistant Director 
George W. Collard, Assignment Manager 
Curtis Groves, Senior Operations Analyst 

Economic William J. Mohan. Evaluator 

Development Division, 
Washington, D.C. 

Seattle Regional Office Ronald D. Kelso, Evaluator-in-Charge 
Barbara Billinghurst, Evaluator 
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.- Methodology Used to Select Primary Users 
to Interview 

The primary users of NOAA ships we selected to interview were chief 
scientists and party chiefs associated with the three NOAA line offices 
that primarily use the ships in marine research-the National Marine 
Fisheries Service, the National Ocean Service, and the Office of Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Research. 

Chief scientists are responsible for the scientific complement of the crew 
during the trip and are jointly responsible with the ship’s commanding 
officer for the collection and preservation of scientific data. The chief 
scientist is also responsible for the disposition of data, feedback on data 
quality, and the archiving of data and specimens collected. Party chiefs 
are the commanding officers and principal investigators of the ships 
conducting hydrographic surveys of the National Ocean Service. 

To help ensure that we obtained current information on the fleet’s abil- 
ity to support research, we limited our interviews to scientists and party 
chiefs who led research projects or surveys in fiscal year 1987, the lat- 
est completed fiscal year when we selected fleet users. IJsing data pro- 
vided by the Atlantic and Pacific Marine Centers, we identified 120 chief 
scientists and part,y chiefs who met this criterion. These included 82 
chief scientists from the National Marine Fisheries Service, 3 chief scien- 
tists and 12 party chiefs from the National Ocean Service, and 23 chief 
scientists from the> Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research. 

From this group WC judgmentally selected 41 who represented at least 
25 percent of the fiscal year 1987 ship users in each of the three KOAA 
units. Our sample of 41 included 

l 29 National Marine Fisheries Service chief scientists from the Alaskan 
Fishery Center in Auke Hay, Alaska; the Northwest Fishery Center in 
Mukilteo and Seat tk. Washington; the Southwest Fishery Center in La 
.Jolla. California: and the Northeast Fishery Center in Woods Hole, 
Massachusetts; 

. 6 Oceanic and Atmospheric Research chief scientists from the Pacific 
Marine Environmental Laboratory in Seattle, Washington, and the 
Scripps Institute of Oceanography in La Jolla, California; and 

. ii National Ocean Service party chiefs from the Pacific Marine Center in 
Seattle, Washington. and the Atlantic Marine Center in Norfolk, Virginia. 

We decided a judgmental sample would allow us to obtain sufficient evi- 
dence to determine whether the NOAA fleet was adequately supporting 
its mission research. particularly since the sample included chief scien- 
t.ists or party chief’s in each major mission area of NOAA support. We did 
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NOAA Fleet, F’iscal Year 1988 

Vessel 

Oceanographer 
Discoverer 

Surveyor 

Malcolm Baldrlge 

FaIrweather 

Rafnler 
Mt MItchelI 

Miller Freeman 

Albatross IV 

McArthur 

Davldson 

Oregon II 

Pwce 

Whltlng 

David Starr Jordan 
Townsend Cromwell 

Delaware II 

Ferrel 

Chapman 

John N Cobb 
Rude 

Heck 
MLlrre II 

Clad 
length b 

l/303 

l/303 

Year Marine 
built centerC Scientist& Primary mission 

1966 PMC 24 Oceanography 

Oceanography/ 
1966 PMC 24 hydrography 

I/292 

11278 

Ii/231 

II/231 

II/231 

II/215 

iii/i87 

Ill1175 

Oceanography/ 
1960 PMC 16 hydrography 

1970 AMC 16 Oceanography 

1968 PMC 4 Hydrography 

1968 PMC 4 Hydrography 

1967 AMC 4 Hydrography 

Flsherles/ 
oceanography/ 
enwonmental 

1967 PMC 11 assessment 

1962 AMC 15 Flshenes 
Flsherles/ 

oceanography/ 
enwonmental 

1966 PMC 6 assessment 

Ill/l 75 1967 PMC 2 Hydrography 

Ill/l 70 1967 AMC 15 Flsherles 

Ill/l63 1963 AMC 

Ill/163 1963 AMC 

2 Hydrography 
2 Hydrography 

IV/171 

IV/l64 

IV/156 

IV/J133 

1965 PMC 13 

1963 PMC 9 

1968 AMC 9 

1968 AMC 6 

Flsherles 

Flsherles 

Flsherles 

EnvIronmental 
assessment 

IV,‘1 27 

v/93 

v/90 

I 980 AMC 6 Fisheries 

1950 PMC 4 Ftsherles 

1966 AMC 0- Hydrography 

v/90 1966 AMC 0 Hydrography 

VI/S6 1943 PMC 5 Flshenes 

“NOAA vessels are grouped h’j classes that are determlned by a comblnatlon of each ship’s gross 
tonnage and rated horse~~owcr Thi classes range from I, the largest. lo VI, the smallest 

“Length in feet 

rAMC=Atlantlc Marine Center Norfolk, Vlrglnia 
PMC=Pac~fic Marme Center Seattle, WashIngton 

“This IS the number of scwmsts that the ship can accommodate These are berths or spaces in addltlon 
to the officers and crew of the ship 
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. "NOAA should issue a full RFP [request for proposal] for EEZ bathymetric 
surveying and convey a serious intent to award a long-term contract in 
order to obtain accurate cost data. This should be undertaken by NOAA 

as an experimental program(s) with a clear recognition that funds must 
be set aside to implement this recommendation.” 

. “NOAA should establish agency policy and procedures to enter into long- 
term multiyear contracts for ship charters and related scientific 
services.” 

Current Status of 
Expanded Chartering as 
an Alternative to 
Obtaining Ship Support 

The Marine Board also pointed out that multiyear charters can offer a 
highly capable and well-outfitted ship at attractive prices. But NOAA has 
maintained that it is constrained from using multiyear contracts. An 
official in the Office of NOAA Corps Operations told us that his office 
does not have the authority to enter into long-term contracts. However, 
the Marine Board pointed out that long-term leasing can be done by 
agencies with annual appropriations. The Board stated that contracts 
are written with federal payments subject to the availability of funds. It 
also stated that contractors will expect a cancellation penalty payment 
provision.’ 

NOAA'S June 1988 draft program development plan for modernizing the 
fleet provides for experimenting with chartering to obtain support. 
However, it does not propose any specific policy about using long-term 
charters to carry out future requirements in particular program areas. 

The House Merchant The House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries is considering 

Marine and Fisheries 
legislation (H.R. 897) that would require NOAA to develop and implement 
a fleet modernization and expansion program. Specifically, the proposal 

Committee Is requires NOAA to 

Considering 
l modernize 19 ships in its current fleet; 

Legislation to l replace 4 ships in its fleet; 

Modernize the Fleet . construct, charter, or otherwise acquire 7 additional ships; and 
l modernize its fleet instrumentation. 

‘Contracts using fiscal year appropriatmns that are written with federal payments for future years 
subject to the availabibty of funds cannot bind the government beyond the end of the fiscal year. 
Furthermore, a provision that would levy a penalty payment if the contract was canceled might well 
violate statutory prohlbirvn agamst obligation of current appropriations to meet the needs of other 
YeUS 
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Chartering-An 
Alternative Strategy 

Although the scientific needs for fleet support have been increasing, 
budget requests over the past several years have proposed deactivating 

for Obtaining Needed 
ships in NOAA'S fleet. The budgets have, in some cases, proposed charter- 
ing private vessels as a way of obtaining needed ship support. The cost- 

Ship Support effectiveness of chartering to provide needed fleet support is not clear. 
The National Research Council’s Marine Board recommended that NOAA 

experiment with chartering to determine its desirability. 

The Marine Board found that long-term, multiyear chartering may be 
more cost-effective than the alternative of short-term chartering. GAO 

believes KOAA’S lack of long-term, multiyear contracting authority is an 
impediment to KOAA’S use of chartering for needed fleet support. 

Legislation has been introduced in the Congress to provide ITOAA with 
long-term contract,@ authority that, if enacted, would enable NOAA to 
experiment with long-term chartering/leasing as an alternative way of 
obtaining the ship support envisioned in the draft modernization plan. 

Effectiveness of 
Chartering Is Not Clear 

The 1984 budget request to the Congress proposed deactivating 10 NOAA 

ships and obtaining needed ship time through private-sector charters. 
Since that time, budget requests to the Congress have continued to pro- 
pose deactivating ships. The fiscal year 1989 budget proposal suggested 
deactivating seven I\O~%A ships and noted that the Marine Board was 
developing a methodology to compare chartering with the use of NOAA 

ships to obtain net1dt.d support. 

The Congress has generally refused to support the budget requests to 
deactivate signifkant numbers of KOAA ships. The Marine Board study 
pointed out that Members of Congress have been concerned that propos- 
als to decrease the fleet and obtain ship support through charters will 
adversely affect \OU’S ability to accomplish its missions and not result 
in real cost savings. 

Congressional concern over chartering as an alternative to meeting 
NOAA'S ships needs prompted the Chairpersons and Ranking Minority 
Members of the IIouse Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries and 
four of its Subcommittees to request in 1985 that GAO investigate the 
feasibility of achic>ving cost savings by using private-sector vessel sup- 
port instead of using W4A'S own vessels. On June 11, 1986, we issued 
our report entitled Deactivating Research Vessels: National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration’s Use of Private Ships (GAO/RCED-M-133). 
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As the previous chapters have discussed, NOAA is in a quandary: it must 
address future demands that call for even more ships at a time when 
repair and upgrade, backlogs arc eroding the size and responsiveness of 
its existing fleet. Over the past 10 years, NOAA has not fully implemented 
its plans for upgrading ships and equipment because it has not had suf- 
ficient funds to carry out the plans. 

N&A staff, who are responsible for managing the fleet, have drafted a 
program development plan for modernizing the fleet over a lo-year 
period. The plan calls for NOM to upgrade existing ships and their 
equipment, replacts ot her ships, and increase the size of the fleet to meet 
future program nc~cds As of September 11, 1989, NOAA had not officially 
approved the plan, and the staff was in the process of revising it to sub- 
mit the plan to th(b I ‘ndcr Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere for his 
consideration in No\.c~rnb~~r 1989. 

The Congress is considering legislation that would authorize NOAA to 
modernize the fleet b> upgrading ships and their equipment, replacing 
others, and increasing ship support by constructing, or otherwise 
acquiring, seven IWU’ ships. The proposed legislation authorizes NOAA to 
enter into multiy?ar (,ontracts and lease agreements that it could use to 
experiment, with tong-tc‘rm chartering/leasing as an alternative way to 
obtain ship support. Sn~h an experiment would assist NOAA in determin- 
ing the role of chartcmng in obtaining future fleet support. 

NOAA needs to adopt 21 plan for modernizing the fleet that, among other 
things, provides for \( JAA to experiment with long-term charteringlleas- 
ing arrangements as a wry of obtaining some of its future ship support, 
if the Congress provickks it with the necessary authority. 

NOAA’s Planning for As of June 1988, thr National Ocean Service had drafted a program 

Long-Term Mission 
Requirements and 
Fleet Support 

development plan for modernizing the fleet to meet users’ long-term 
requirements. That phn includes the follow’ing, to be carried out over a 
lo-year period: 

l MAA would conduct major upgrades on 19 of its ships to extend their 
life. 

. It would replace four c~f the existing ships with newly constructed ships 
because the age. matc%ll condition, and limited operational capabilities 
of the existing ships tlo not warrant a major upgrade. The plan proposes 
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Mapping and Charting 
Program Responsibilities 

Ocean Assessments 
Program Responsibilities 

One program responsibility of the National Ocean Service is to conduct 
hydrographic surveys that provide the data for nautical charts. In eval- 
uating the potential effect of reduced fleet support for future surveys, 
NOAA party chiefs were concerned about further reductions in the qual- 
ity, scope, or number of surveys completed. For example, a NOA party 
chief estimated that the Gtional Ocean Service had already reduced its 
near-shore hydrographic survey work to 10 percent of what it was 20 
years ago. He said he feared that further reductions would entirely elim- 
inatc such surveys. 

KOAA party chiefs identified several groups that would be affected by a 
shortfall in fleet support for future hydrographic surveys. For example, 
NOAA party chiefs said that without accurate nautical charts, the lives 01 
property of commercial shippers and fishermen, or recreational boaters 
were at risk. One party chief said uncharted fishing areas off Alaska 
along the Aleutian Islands and in Bristol Ray pose a risk to the fisher- 
men who fish these areas. Some SOA. party chiefs were also concerned 
about the risk of environmental damage, such as an oil spill caused by a 
tanker running aground. 

Another program responsibility of the National Ocean Service is to map 
and characterize the wz and to provide the data and information bases 
for developing and managing resources, and for resolving conflicts 
among users. A partly chief said that if the National Ocean Service did 
not have the resources t.o carry out this responsibility, NOAA would be 
handicapping the nation in its ability to capitalize on the exploration of 
resources in the EM. and that private industry’s cost of developing 
resources would incrtkasta. 

A major role of the Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research is to 
obtain an understanding of environmental systems needed for national 
policy formulation and decision-making. l’he oceanography scientists in 
our survey were generally concerned that inadequate fleet support I’OI 
their research meant their ability to help management groups and ot,hcrs 
would be diminished m the long term. For example, one oceanography 
scientist engaged in research to improve the ability to predict tsunamis 
(giant sea waves) said his research requires up to three cruises a year to 
recover, refurbish. and rtkdeploy measurement inst.rumentation at, five 
stations in the Pacific Ocean. His research may lead to better prediction 
of tsunamis; ho%vtBvc)r. he said that if he did not have the fleet support to 
maintain t,he survc3y stations, he would not be able to obtain the data 
needed to carry out his research. 
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Fleet users said that other agencies could not carry out NOAA's future 
research because these agencies did not have the budget, the mandate, 
the expertise, or the resources, such as vessel support. For example, an 
Alaskan fishery scientist said, “NOAA supports repetitive research over a 
long period of time. States typically cannot provide the continued sup- 
port needed for such research. This type of repetitive research requires 
an effective in-house fleet, allowing for some charter support.” 

Inadequacies in Future The National Research Council’s Marine Board concluded, and the EOAA 

Fleet Support Will 
fleet users agreed, that a shortfall in fleet support would affect NOAA’S 

ability to meet its future program responsibilities. NOAA fleet users also 
Affect NOAA’s Ability told us that a shortfall would affect the various agencies and groups, 

to Meet Program both public and private, that rely on their research. 

Responsibilities The 1988 Marine Board study of NOAA ship services concluded that 
KOAA’S largest unmet needs will remain in fisheries, ocean assessments, 
and global climate research. The Marine Board noted that budgetary 
restraints have led to shortfalls in fleet availability and that NOAA'S pro- 
grams are already competing for ship time. In the Marine Board’s esti- 
mation, the increased need for large oceanographic ships is likely to lead 
NOAA to deactivate smaller fishery ships, thus virtually eliminating the 
fisheries capability of the NOAA fleet. The Marine Board concluded that, 
overall, it appears that the nation’s ocean needs are expanding, while 
capital expenditures for the fleet by NOAA are not keeping step with 
future or even present requirements. 

Fleet users in our survey agreed with the Marine Board that a shortfall 
in fleet support would affect NOAA’s ability to meet future program 
responsibilities in fisheries and ocean assessments, but they were also 
concerned about mapping and charting. 

Fishery Program 
Responsibilities 

Under the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act and 
other statutes and international treaties, the National Marine Fisheries 
Service is responsible for providing the scientific and technical informa- 
tion needed to conserve, manage and develop living marine resources of 
commercial, recreational, or ecological importance. In evaluating how 
their research might. be affected if NOAA could not meet their future fleet 
requirements, most fishery scientists said that either the scope, or the 
quality of stock assessments or complementary studies, such as environ- 
mental studies, would be affected. For example, an Alaskan fishery sci- 
entist said that if fleet support was reduced, his studies of the 
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Fleet Users Identified 
Need to Upgrade 
Current Ships and 
Build New Ones 

factors that increase the need for ocean research and data acquisition. 
The Marine Board concluded that such national interests would espe- 
cially affect NOAA’S large oceanographic ships. To meet these future mis- 
sion requirements, chartering of vessels may become an option of 
necessity rather than of choice, the Marine Board noted, unless NOAA 

takes action to plan and implement new ship construction. 

The KOAA chief scientists and party chiefs we spoke to generally agreed 
that improvements in existing instrumentation and ships are needed to 
support future research. Thirty-seven of the 41 fleet users in our survey 
called for upgrades of existing NOAA ships to support future research. 
Many different ship characteristics and instrumentation systems that. 
needed upgrading were identified. Among the most frequently identified 
needs were winches, scientific instrumentation, laboratories, acoustical 
systems, computers, and storage areas for scientific equipment and 
samples. 

The results of our interviews with fleet users on the need to upgrade 
instrumentation generally agreed with the conclusions of a NOAA-wide 
Instrumentation Working Group. This group, composed of members rep- 
resenting the primary vessel users, develops lists of needed equipment 
on an annual basis and sets priorities for the acquisitions. The current 
list includes a broad spectrum of equipment, from acoustic systems for 
fisheries research to gravity meters and magnetometers for geological 
investigations. 

Beyond the upgrading of existing vessels, 25 of the 41 fleet users in our 
survey said that NOAA should also build 1 or more additional ships to 
support future research. The 25 fleet users included 15 fishery scien- 
tists, 4 oceanography scientists, and 6 party chiefs. Twenty-four 
believed that the new ships should be multipurpose in design but they 
varied widely in their opinions about the number of new ships needed 
(ranging from 1 to 7) and the size and capabilities of the ships (ranging 
from Class I-type ships to Class V-type ships).’ 
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Projections in 20-Year Plan In 1988, NOAA projcct.ed the 20-year program requirements for fleet sup- 
port beginning in 1990 and developed a fleet modernization plan to meet 
these and other requirements. 

In assessing its ability to meet the increased need for ship time, NOAA 

found that its fleet will be able to meet about 75 percent of the annual 
requirement of the approximate 7,000 days-at-sea. To meet this portion, 
all ships would have to be (1) upgraded or replaced as necessary and (2) 
active, spending 230 to 240 days-at-sea each year. As we discussed in 
chapter 3, funding limitations have caused NObI.4 to fall behind schedule 
in upgrading its fleet. To meet the remaining 25 percent of anticipated 
requirements for ship time, SOAA has estimated that seven additional 
ships would be netxdcd. 

According to NOAA staff representing the major program areas, the 
increased need for days-at-sea stemmed from several major activities. 
The following are cxamplt~s of the major requirements in NOAA’S 20.year 
plan: 

l Surveying the EEZ. In 1987, the Secretaries for Commerce and the Inte- 
rior signed a charter to coordinate the federal mapping and research 
activities in t,he zont’. TWA’S primary responsibility in the zone includes 
providing sea floor maps essential for planning resource exploration, 
exploitation, and management activities. NOAA’S National Ocean Service, 
the responsible office. projected that throughout the 20.year period it 
will need about 1,250 days-at-sea annually to map the EEZ. 

. Expanded mapping and charting support. The National Ocean Service 
estimated that NOA;\ would riced 1,690 days-at-sea annually throughout 
the a&year period to investigate obstructions to navigation and to sur- 
vey coastal areas. The Service estimated that it would need three addi- 
tional ships to meet these requirements. The Chief, Ilydrographic 
Surveys Branch, said ho.~ needed to conduct up-to-date surveys of IJ.S. 
coastal waters becalIsc\ of the shipment, of hazardous materials in coastal 
areas. The Chief of the‘ Nautical Charting Division said WAA constantly 
receives reports of obstacles in harbors and entrance lanes and that 
NO.4A needs the ship time to investigate the growing backlog of uncon- 
firmed obstructions. 

l Fisheries and marine mammal stock assessments. Since 1976, with the 
enactment of the Magmtson Fishery Conservation and Management Act, 
the National Marine Fisheries Service (&ME) has needed ship time pri- 
marily to conduct stock assessments of fisheries and marine mammals in 
support of federal management of these resources. I\MFS expects this 
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. NOAA’S training costs also increase because training courses for several 
different types of equipment have to be developed instead of for one 
type. 
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each year because thcl vessel does not have a back-up when the side scan 
sonar fails. 

Budget Constraints Limit 
the Purchase of New 
Instrumentation 

NOAA submitted budget initiatives to the Department of Commerce to 
modernize ship instrumentation for fiscal years 1986, 1987, and 1988. 
Generally. the Department’s budget to the Congress requested signifi- 
cantly less funds cbac% yctar for instrumentation modernization t,han 
NoAIY initially prol)i ISCV~. 

For fiscal year 19X6. XOPIA requested about $5 million to purchase ship 
data acquisition and processing systems, oceanographic and meteorolog- 
ical instrumentation, I he Global Positioning Systems, and multibcam 
bathymetric survtby systrms. ’ 1w.4~ point,ed out that program efficiencies 
and/or cost savings would result from the acquisition of these syst,ems. 
For example. NIAA (1st imated that by obtaining $1.5 million to acquire 
Global Positioning Systems to replace various navigation and positioning 
systems, it, could incrcxsc the productivity of its hydrographic surveys 
and save about $ I million each year in productivity losses caused by the 
older, less efficient systems. NOAA also estimated a cost-benefit ratio of 
two to one in favor ot’ thea purchase of the Global Positioning Systems by 
comparing acquisition and rcptacrmrnt, ~ost.s with the reduction in main- 
tenance costs. 

The Department’s marine service budget request of $47.9 million for fis- 
(xl year 1X-36 includcsd $1 (1 million for multibeam survey systems. IIow- 
ever, SOAA’S approprlat ion for 1986 included only $200,000 for the 
Global Posit,ioning Systems. The Chief, Operational Systems Engineer- 
ing, said NOALA acquired two Global Positioning System receivers with the 
funds. It providrad OIN- rc,ceivcr to t hr Mt. Mitchell and the Discoverer on 
a shared basis ant1 OIW to t,hc Surveyor. Ilc also &ted that the Global 
Positioning Systems I hat UOAA has acquired for a relatively small invcst- 
ment has greatly illcrcbascd its productivity in performing hydrographic 
surveys. 

For fiscal year 1987, NOAA’S budget request to the Department of Com- 
mercca included $9 7 nlillion to upgrade the instrumentation aboard its 
fleet. WA4 statrd in (trtl request that the instrumentation upgrade would 
improve the ef’ficlr~n~y. productivit,y, and safety of the fleet and enable 
the fleet to meet program requirements. The new instrumentation would 
inch& global posit ioIling systems. multibcam survey systems, scientific 
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The Chief, Ship Systems Branch, said he agreed with the ATI assessment 
of the upgrade work needed. He added that NOAA also had determined 
that the upgrade work was needed during its initial planning of the 1980 
rehabilitation program, but it did not have the funds to do the work. He 
provided the following examples of how funding limited NOM'S ability 
to do the necessary work. 

Malcolm Baldrige. In early fiscal year 1987, NOAA initially estimated 
upgrade costs for the Malcolm Baldrige, an oceanographic research ves- 
sel, to be more than $5 million. However, given the available funds, the 
estimate was reduced t,o $2.4 million, and then to $1.8 million. Further 
reductions resulted in a contract award of only $580,000. ATI identified 
over $7 million in rehabilitation costs to the Malcolm Baldrige to extend 
its service life. KI’I included, for example, $125,000 in repairs to the 
ship’s topside; NIAA included this work in its requirements for upgrade 
of the ship, but did not include it in the final priority list of items 
because of lack of funds. .4TI also called for $650,000 to replace the 
ship’s service generator and engines and to repair deteriorating bulk- 
heads and deck. NOVA identified the need to replace three service genera- 
tors, but its final priority lists provided for only minor repairs because 
of funding restrictions. 

Discoverer. According to the Chief, Ship Systems Branch, rehabilitation 
of the Discoverer, an oceanographic research and hydrographic survey 
ship, began in fiscal year 1986 and was completed in fiscal year 1987 at 
a cost of about $5 million. He added that at the time the work was draw- 
ing to a close, ATI conducted its assessment of the major systems consid- 
ered to have an impact on ship life and concluded that more than $6 
million in additional rehabilitation work was needed. According to the 
Chief, Ship Systems Branch, some of KOAA’S expenditures to upgrade the 
ship were to make the ship more usable for program requirements 
rather than to extend its useful life. For example, ATI said the ship’s 
main propulsion engine and ship service generators were in poor condi- 
tion. ~2'1'1 noted that rehabilitation work on the Discoverer primarily 
addressed habitability ftlatures and operational equipment of the ship. 
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1982 and 1988, NOA4’~ annual expenditures for vessel repair have 
decreased from about $12 million to about $7.9 million. 

Table 3.1: NOAA Fleet Vessel Repair 
Expenditures for Fiscal Years 1982 
Through 1988 

Dollars in mllllons 

Fiscal year 
1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

198R 

Vessel repair expenditures 

$120 

11 7 

11 5 

11 2 

100 

104 

79 

Decreased funding f’or maintenance and repairs has resulted in a backlog 
of repairs. As of .January 1989, deferred maintcnancc and repairs for 
the 11 ships assigned 10 NO;\‘S Atlantic Marine Center totaled about 
$7,269,000. As of J+bruary 1989, the estimat,ed deferred maintenance 
and repair costs for the 12 vessels assigned to the Pacific Marine Center 
totaled about $10 nullion. 

Upgrades Not Completed According to a 1988 draft NOAA document on modernizing the fleet, 
budgetary constraints have limited NOAA’S upgrade program to partial 
upgrades of six vess(,ls-considerably less t,han cal1c.d for in a 1980 
~0.4~ upgrade plan. For thtl most part, the upgrades were limited to cos- 
metic hull and topsid<> repairs, deck and machinery room equipment 
problems requiring mm~cdiatc attention, select,ed habitability work, sci- 
cntific space upgrades, and electronic equipment,. Many items repaired 
could be considered pt’riodic maintenance and overhaul that would not 
substantially extent1 t hc service life of the vesst4 as an upgrade effort 
would. 

According to NOAA’S (‘hief. Ship Systems Branch, SO~AA began to develop 
a rehabilitation and upgrade plan for its vessels in 1977 and issued a lo- 
year plan in February 1980. On the basis of an inspection by NOAA’S 

engineering division, iI list of 1.5 ships was identified for rehabilitation. 
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The NOAA fleet is in generally good condition for its age. However, the 
average age of the NOAA fleet is approaching 25 years-the industry- 
accepted service life for most ships. Because most of the ships were con- 
structed about the same time (within 3 years of 1965), there is a high 
potential for problems to occur on the ships simultaneously. Extending 
the life of NOAA ships will require an extensive upgrading program to 
modernize vessels and equipment. 

According to a 1980 plan to upgrade the fleet, NOAA planned to upgrade 
15 ships by the end of 1990. However, because of budget constraints 
and other priorities, only partial upgrades had been completed on six 
ships by 1988. A program to upgrade NOAA’S ships is estimated to cost 
about $83 million for fiscal years 1990 through 1999. according to a 
1988 study conducted by Advanced Technology, Inc. 

Because of budget constraints, maintenance and repairs on NOAA ships 
have been deferred. For example, we found that the estimated backlog 
of repairs ($17.3 million in early 1989) was more than twice the amount 
of repair expenditures in fiscal year 1988 ($7.9 million). 

Budget constraints havcb also prevented NOAA from replacing out-of-date 
instrumentation and have led it to acquire instrumentation on a piece- 
meal basis. Conscquc,ntly. equipment is not standardized throughout the 
fleet. 

Upgrading and Proper ship maintenance and repair is important to ensure that ships 

Maintenance Needed 
last their intended lifetime-normally 20 to 25 years. However, an 
upgrading program is required to extend the life of a ship. IJpgrading 

to Extend Ship Life normally takes place when the ship is about 15 years old and includes 
major machinery and equipment overhaul or replacement. The cost of 
such a program is significant, but it can extend the operating life of a 
ship by 15 to 20 years. 

Most NOAA ships were built in the mid-1960s and are approaching the 
end of their normal &year service life. Most have not received any sig- 
nificant upgrading. 
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my objectives. IIowever, I plan my objectives taking into account the 
limitations of the resources.” Sixteen of the 28 said they were able to 
meet all or most of their research objectives, 9 said they met some of 
their objectives, and 3 said they met few or nom. 

In discussing research ob,jectives that were not met, fleet users said fleet 
limitations forced them to curt,ail the area or frequency of their surveys, 
and in some cases the amount and type of data and samples collected. 
Specifically: 

l Two oceanography scientists said that because they lost time because of 
winch faihlres aboard the Discoverer and Oceanographer, they were 
unable to collect as many samples as they needed. 

. A party chief said that decreasing the number of days-at-sea for NOAA 

ships prevented t,he Kational Ocean Service from conducting hydro- 
graphic surveys as often as it had done in the past. He said NOAA was not 
documenting changcls to the ocean floor as often as they occur. 

Effectiveness of 
Conducting Research 
Moderately Affected 

Twenty-four of the X8 users said that their effectiveness in conducting 
research was decreastbd either to a very great, great, or moderate extent. 
Twenty-one said their effectiveness was decreased because they did not 
collect information in c>ither the amount or the quality needed. 

For example, fleet IISPI’S said that inadequate ship time or ship capabili- 
ties limited research in the area of surveys, or the type, amount, or qual- 
ity of information ~llr~~t cd. Specifically: 

. A shortage of researc~h funds and the limited availability of a NOAA ship 
with special gear forced a fishery scientist’s group to conduct clam 
surveys every 2 years instcbad of annually. 

. A party chief said that the launch aboard the Heck cannot survey 
waters less than 20.fcot deep because the launch’s propeller wash cre- 
ates too much intrrl‘crencr for the side scan sonar to survey the ocean 
floor. Therefore, his group was unable to survey the shallow inter- 
coastal waterway in t IW Grllf Coast, where 90 percent of the area’s ship 
traffic occurs. 

Beneficiaries of NOAA’s 
Research Moderately 
Affected 

All but one of the 28 fleet users said limitations in fleet support also 
adversely affected those who need to use the NOAA research results to 
manage marine resources. formulate policy. or supplement their own 
research. Groups that IIscrs say have been adversely affected by a 
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other programs. NOAA actually provided 480 days-at-sea to map the zone 
in fiscal year 1988. 

Ship Limitations and 
Equipment Problems 
Hinder Research 

The 28 fleet users who said fleet support was inadequate evaluated at 
our request the extent to which NOAA'S vessels and equipment-such as 
winches, computers. and laboratories-had an impact on their research 
in fiscal years 1986 to 1988. All but 2 of the 28 fleet users identified at 
least 1 ship characteristic or equipment matter that hindered their 
research. 

The six most frequently cited problems dealt with winches, storage 
areas for scientific equipment and samples, laboratories, endurance, 
deck working areas, and accommodations. 

Winches. On NOAA ships, winches consist of a storage drum and cable 
and may have monitoring systems for gauging the cable’s tension and 
depth. In combination with other deck equipment, winches are used for 
lowering gear, taking samples, servicing buoys, towing nets or sensors, 
and installing measurement systems. Twenty fleet users said winch limi- 
tations or problems hindered their research. For example: 

. The winch aboard the David Starr Jordan was limited to a depth of 700 
fathoms, according to a fishery scientist. However, he said he needed a 
winch to reach 1,200 fathoms to capture bottomfish species of commer- 
cial importance. 

. An oceanography scientist said the winch used for towing conductivity, 
temperature, and depth measurement instruments aboard the Ocea- 
nographer was slow, difficult to control, and not able to take deep 
measurements. 

. Three chief scientists have lost or feared losing expensive gear because 
of faulty winches. For example, a Northwest oceanography scientist 
said that in fiscal year 1988, he lost gear worth about $75,000 because 
the winch failed. 

Endurance. The inability to remain at sea without refueling or reloading 
supplies is also a problem. Fourteen users said that the ship’s lack of 
endurance hindered their research. These problems affected both hydro- 
graphic surveys and fishery research. For example, a party chief said 
that the Rude and the Heck had to refuel every 3 days while underway 
and had to add water every 5 days while working on station. He said 
that such limitations reduced the time available for surveying and that a 
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Many Fleet Users Said 
Fleet Support Was 
Inadequate 

. 

. 

Inadequate Number of 
Days-At-Sea 

Twenty-eight of the scientists and party chiefs in our survey of fleet 
users said that NOAA’S fleet support was less than adequate for their 
research needs between fiscal years 1986 and 1988. The two main rea- 
sons cited for the inadequacy were an insufficient number of days-at-sea 
and/or limitations of the ships and problems with the ship’s equipment. 
KOAA’S assessment of fleet support also shows that available ship time is 
not sufficient for users’ needs. 

Notwithstanding these limitations, most fleet users said that they were 
able to accomplish most or all of their research objectives. However, 
most added that they did not collect data or information in the amount 
or quality that was needed, and many said t.he usefulness of their 
research was adverseI> affected. 

Inadequate fleet support has affected scientific research primarily 
because of an insufficient number of days-at-sea and ship limitations, 
including equipment problems. At our request, the 41 users rated the 
adequacy of the flfc? support they received between fiscal years 1986 
and 1988. Twent,y-right of the 41 said fleet support was less than ade- 
quate for 1 or rnor(’ of 1 heir program activities during these years. 

The 28 fleet users included 18 scientists involved in fisheries research, 6 
scientists involved in ocaeanography research, and 4 party chiefs 
involved in hydrographic surveying. Examples of these 28 fleet users 
and the type of rest3arc.h they conducted follow: 

Chief scientists collc~ted biological and environmental data on renewa- 
ble living resources (major fisheries, marine mammals, and endangered 
species) and their sl~~porting habitats. 
Chief scientists studied how natural and human-induced changes on 
marine habitats aff(lct t ht> abundance of important commercial or recre- 
ational marine specks 
Chief scientists studic,d the general circulation of the global ocean to 
predict the ocean’s rc‘sl)onse to long-term changes in the atmosphere. 
Party chiefs conductt~d hydrographic surveys for nautical charts. 

Of the 28 fleet users in our survey who said that fleet support was less 
than adequate for ttGr rosearch needs, 18 said that they did not have a 
sufficient number of days-at-sea to do their research. The 18 fleet users 
who conducted rcsc~arc.h in 1 or more of 10 program activities included 
16 fishery scientists. XI oceanography scientist, and a party chief. 
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Alaska Fisheries Center, Auke Bay, Alaska; 
Northwest Fisheries (‘enter, Seattle, Washington; 
Southwest Fisheries Cclntcr, La Jolla, California; 
Northeast Fisheries (‘r%tc,r, Woods Hole, Massachusetts; and 
Pacific Marinc Environmrlntal Laboratory, Seattle: Washington. 

We also contacted nunlc’rous other organizations, agencies, contractors, 
and groups in order to. among other things, obtain their views about the 
condition of ~0~‘s flctkt and its ability to carry out mission objectives. 
These cnt,itirs incll~rlr,tl t ht> 

Federal Oceanographic> Fleet Coordination Council; 
I Tniversity-National (k.eanographic Laboratory System; 
Regional Fishery Management Councils; 
Advanced Technology, Inc.; 
Environmental Protrctlon Agency; 
1l.S. Geological Sur\,cy. Department of the Interior; and 
Minerals ManagemcLnl Service, Department of the Interior. 

To evaluate NOU’S (+‘forts to provide fleet support to meet current mis- 
sion needs, we,judgmc~lltally selected for interviews 41 of 120 primary 
users of NOAA ships IO obtain their views on the degree of satisfaction 
with the current It,\ ~1 of support provided by NOAA’S fleet-whether the 
number of days-at-s;caa was sufficient and whether certain ship charac- 
teristics were adcquatcl to c’arry out their research (see app. III). 

To help evaluat,c UI.U‘S efforts to deal with problems associated with 
the aging of its flccht and equipment, we reviewed various reports, docu- 
ments, and corrcspcrnd<~nct~ relating to the repair, maintenance, and 
upgrading of the‘ NI rl.1 t’lrc~1 and discussed these documents with NOAA 

officials and other 1)crsonnel. As agreed with the former Chairman’s 
office, we limited our \%ork on determining the current condition of the 
fleet to reviewing clxist mg studies, to help avoid duplicating work 
already performcld. 1 )n(* ;tsscssmmt of KOAA vessels, a report issued in 
early 1988 by Advanc,c~-l ‘l?chnology, Inc., was a key study in this effort. 

To assess the adequacy of SOAA’S fleet in light of future mission require- 
ments, we obtainctl t hcl views of users of NOAA ships on the need to 
upgrade NOAA ships r )t‘ I)llild additional ships to support future research. 
We also obtained thc,ir views on whether new technologies will reduce 
ship time and whet trtsr ottrc,r agencies, such as the Environmental Pro- 
tection Agency. t,hc Y:ltiot~;ll Science Foundation, or the Department of 
Defense, could hell) ~xrr-y out ho.a’s research if NOAA was unable to do 
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Management of the 
NOAA Fleet 

Budget History of the 
Fleet 

about 3,800 days-at-sea, and private sector vessels provided about 800 
days-at-sea, or about 17 percent of NOAA'S vessel time. Most of the pri- 
vate sector vessels have been used for NOAA'S assessments of fisheries 
resources. Appendix 11 shows the support provided by NOAA vessels for 
fiscal years 1986 through 1988. 

In fiscal year 1988, the Office of Marine Operations of NOAA's National 
Ocean Service was responsible for the use, operation, maintenance, and 
upgrade of the ships. small craft, equipment, and shore facilities of the 
NOAA fleet in support of NOAA programs and other activities. It also coor- 
dinated the chartering of non-NOM vessels. 

In January 1989, NOAA revised its management structure for the NOAA 
Corps, fleet, and aircraft operations. The functions, personnel, and other 
resources of the Offices of NOAA Corps, Aircraft Operations, and Marine 
Operations were consolidated into a new KOAA staff office-Office of 
NOAA Corps Operations. The authorities and responsibilities pertaining 
to the management and operation of the ~0.4~ fleet, the marine centers, 
the NOAA Diving Office. and aircraft operations were assigned to this 
new office. 

For the past several years, the President’s budget requests to the Con- 
gress for the NOAA fleet have proposed a number of cost-cutting meas- 
ures in the operations and support of the fleet. The 1989 budget request 
proposed to deactivate six NOAA vessels and reduce days-at-sea on seven 
additional vessels. Savings from these and other cost savings actions 
resulted in reductions of about $15 million from the amount that NOAA 

sought from the Depart,mcnt of Commerce in its fiscal year 1989 budget 
request. The President’s budget requests to the Congress for fiscal years 
1986 through 1988 contained similar proposals, which amounted to esti- 
mated budget savings of about, on average, $17 million a year from the 
budgeted amount LOU requested from the Department of Commerce. 
However, the Congress added funds each year to the budget requests for 
the fleet, including about $7 million in fiscal year 1986, $11 million in 
1987, $4 million in fiscal year 1988, and $2 million in fiscal year 1989. 
Table 1.1 shows iWAA's budget request to Commerce, the President’s 
budget request to th(, (‘ongress, and appropriations for fiscal years 1986 
through 1989. 
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The Kational Oceanic- and Atmospheric Administrat,ion (NOAA), an 
agency of the Department of Commerce, was established in 1970 to con- 
solidate many of the nation’s civil programs related to the oceans and 
atmosphere. Its broad goals include the development and operation of 
national programs to ( 1) manage and conserve selected marine 
resources, (2) monitor and predict weather and environmental condi- 
tions, (3) provide maps. charts, surveys, and specialized data for safe 
navigation, and (4) support research on advanced oceanic and atmos- 
pheric technology. 

To help carry out these goals, NOAA maintains and operates a fleet of 
research and survey ~esscls. In fiscal year 1988, the fleet was composed 
of 23 vessels, ranging in length from 86 to 303 feet. The vessels operate 
primarily from bases in hot-folk, Virginia, and Seattle, Washington, as 
well as Pascagoula, Mississippi: Miami, Florida; Woods Hole, Massachu- 
setts; San Diego, California; Honolulu, Hawaii; and -Juneau, Alaska. 

Most of the vessels vverr built in the 1960s and are approaching the end 
of a normal ship’s life expectancy of 20 to 25 years. Although NOAA 

started a limited upgrade program in 1980 to address the most critical 
needs of selected vcssc~ls in the fleet, only six ships were part,ially 
upgraded by 1988. IiecSrntly, concerns have been raised in the Congress 
because of allegations of poor maintenance, repair. and contracting pro- 
cedures for vessels based in the Seattle. Washington, area. Also of con- 
cern is what effect ‘*block obsolescence”’ of the fleet and the lack of a 
vrassel replacement plan will have on NOAA’S ability to carry out its mis- 
sion and statutory, t.c,sJ)onsibilities. 

NOAA is a science-based federal agency that derives its responsibilities 
for programs in atmospheric, oceanic, and earth science research from a 
number of statutory rc,quirements, including 

the Coast and Geodet ie Survey Activities Act, as amended (33 IJSC. 
883a et seq.); 
the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act, as amended 
(16 USC. 1801 et seq.); 
the Marine Mammal I’rotection Act of 1972, as amended (16 IJSC. 1361 
ct seq.); 
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ExecutiveSummary 

amount or quality they would have liked for their research purposes. 
Most fleet users also believed that those who might benefit from theit 
research were adversely affected by shortfalls in fleet support needed 
for the users’ research. For example, one fleet user said that because 
certain important fishing and navigation areas had not been charted or 
resurveyed, commercial shippers and fishermen are at, risk of running 
into obstructions. 

Inability to Meet 
Increasing Program 
Requirements 

Beginning in 1990 and continuing over the next 20 years, NOAA’s pro- 
gram managers and fleet users expect the demand for sea time to 
increase considerably. The increase will be the result of economic devel- 
opment of fisheries and other offshore resources, and the need for addi- 
tional research on trends or changes in the earth’s climate. This 
increased demand for ship time is expected to exceed KOAA'S current 
capacity, requiring additional ships as well as upgrades to the existing 
fleet. Fleet users generally do not believe that new technologies will 
reduce the need for ship time or t,hat, other agencies would carry out 
KOAA'S research if KG\.\ was unable to do so 

Insufficient Funds 
Maintenance and 
Upgrading 

for Although the fleet is generally in good overall condition for its age, 
repairs that should have been made have been delayed and most of the 
ships are in need of upgrading to extend their useful life, while others 
should be replaced. ac,cording to a 1988 engineering consultant’s assess- 
ment of the fleet. Tht> consultant attributed the overall good condition of 
the fleet primarily to hoijA personnel and noted that (1) funding for 
maintenance and ropalrs has been limited for many years while inflation 
has increased costs atid (2) resources and priorities for NOAA'S upgrade 
program did not cnsur~ rcliablc clxtcndcd service lift of the fleet. 

In addition, NO.4A'S estimated backlog of repairs (about $17.3 million in 
early 1989) was more) than twice t,he amount of repair expendit,ures in 
fiscal year 1988 ($7.9 million). According to a NOAA official, funds havc~ 
been limited and ril)gr;rd~ work has been directed at improving the pro 
gram capability of t,hc‘ ships and not toward extending their useful life. 

Plans Needed to Meet 
Long-Term Fleet 
Requirements 

KOAA staff have projected long-term program requirements for ship sup- 
port and have draft4 a development plan to modernize the fleet. 
Among other t,hings. the draft, plan proposes upgrading existing ships, 
replacing others, and obtaining additional ship support, The draft plan 
estimates that it ~41 c,ost (in 1987 dollars) about 583 million to upgrade 
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Executive Summary 

Purpose The Department of Commerce’s National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (KOAA) develops and operates programs to manage and 
conserve selected marine resources; monitor and predict weather and 
environmental conditions; provide maps, charts, surveys, and special- 
ized data for navigation; and provide research to advance oceanic and 
atmospheric technology. WAA’S fleet of research and survey vessels is 
used extensively in this work. However, most of these vessels are now 
nearing the end of their 20-to 25year life expectancy. 

Concerned about the condition of the NOAA fleet and its ability to meet 
mission requirements, the former Chairman, House Subcommittee on 
Oceanography, Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, asked GAO 

to obtain information on ~OAA’S efforts to (1) provide fleet support to 
meet current and future mission requirements, (2) maintain and upgrade 
its aging fleet and equipment, and (3) plan for fleet support to meet 
future mission requirc>mcnts. 

Background NOAA’S fleet of 23 research and survey vessels ranges from those that 
work chiefly in mar-shore areas to deep water oceanographic ships that 
travel throughout, the world. The vessels operate from ports throughout 
the United States. 

Chief scientists from KL\A’S National Marine Fisheries Service and the 
Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research, and hydrographic survey 
chiefs from the National Ocean Service are the primary users of these 
vessels. The chief scientists are responsible for the scientific comple- 
ment on board the vessels during a trip and, with the commanding 
officer, for the collection and preservation of scientific data. Hydro- 
graphic surveys are headed by party chiefs who are the commanding 
officers and principal investigators of the ships conducting the surveys. 

GAO interviewed 41 chief’ scientists and party chiefs who used NOAA ves- 
sels during fiscal year 1987. GAO asked these scientists and party chiefs 
to comment on how adequately the fleet supported their research needs 
during their experiences with the fleet from fiscal year 1986 through 
fiscal year 1988. All together, 120 chief scientists and party chiefs 
served on NOAA VCSX~IS in fiscal year 1987. 

Results in Brief Overall, the majority of hOAA fleet users believe that allocated ship time 
and/or the capabiliticls of existing ships to conduct research are not suf- 
ficient to carry out current and future research activities. Of the 41 
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